
Text to Speech 

Tell the story that I want to talk about today 

of not happened last year and I was 

in Ecuador I was traveling there with a friend of  mine 

com and asserted a summary of that tracked the high school bowls and 

Gu learning experiences that had along the way 

I am 

still had traveled into GL 

on keating's the capital of Ecuador 

and it was a great experience we've got shuttled to be a hotel around their waists some  

issue of safety because of course you nuts but to take any specific doubt 

That have a 

that don't have a wider yellow sticker still no unregistered Of between organized are  

shuttled four and so we were concerned about that 

, we were shuttled to street to our hotel and we've managed to 

sleep better stick pretty well 

run we'd been traveling all dates so it was for proximately 2020 hours of troubled so by the  

time it got to tell you were exhausted around and we just collapsed it 

and just look at eight and the first day we had some announced a really great work of key ON 

lee and went to the equator where we had a few science experiments done with us so complex that will 

try to balance in a grid of the  

Quakers but speed veritable to add an inch do was great because 

you better balance the egg on a nail it was a difficult task but you know you get a little certificated 

manage to direct his excellent 

whether the interesting things about the equator is of course of many people know about 

the affects that's a young north of the equator 

du 

Atwater will travel down the drain in a 

in one direction either clockwise a counterclockwise and then set the equator  



eight doesn't the upswept bomb at what I didn't realize was that of course all it takes is about 

you know what foot north of the equator 1 foot of the bit quicker structure to get to act which was 

really really interesting 

so it was a lot of fun at first a wheat rides a lot of a authentic food there which was late and  

then but Everex they were actually joining our fault workgroup to go into the Amazon 

this was by far the best party experience when we went into the Amazon we were connected  

with the nature and the animals and Iraq should stay in 

a native persons called which was fantastic of the had to school each hold it was felt sort of  

like camping they offered as the guest host of bleach was 

sort of reminded me of cabins in the woods 

a Buddy Kenneth 

of the quibble it and so was really nice it was this beautiful 

rustic 

the rustic home and gets tense week that bear in their property which the cast it gave a 

day had this great meal service a glitch was essentially them in all getting as SP screeched rishel meals 

every night 

and then during the day we would have our activity so what if activities 

was to happen 

to go a 

hiking into the woods added to their property as well and we would hike up waterfalls cat got soaked we 

had to wear the Siew trade goods  

but of course were hiking or falls were jumping in the water and we just got so soaked but it was a lot of 

fund the other 

piece was that we 

went to score on Whitewater rafting and the first by the Whitewater rafting is really just learning how to 

and you know 

how to turn out to listen to the instructions that are are being told to you while you're on the radar of 

baton of course the second half we got  

to be more creatively would stand on the rid of the voters say on that little about just read a hold on for 

dear life by on the battle right at the  



threaded about a enter a stock to fall off so that was a lot of fun and the result rainy that an old choppy 

on the water to soak 

it up in the safest thing but it was a lot of fun and 

we've really enjoyed a time there now be a most interesting part or what I think is the most  

interesting part of the jury was on the way back to Quito so we'd 

left the Amazon week left of the time of Kenya and we were coming back on their way to Quito was 

there was a landslide on the road and the  

traffic was backed up for hours and hours and hours and there's really no way to turn around  

it was just a Tulane road were of this huge tour bus 

surrogate robust up and it was a 

bus for locals and we've had we've got tickets for does well so we're on the spiced with a bunch of other 

locals and tried to 

get back to key up and the two lane road does not allow for these big bass is to turn around on  

this small to late round ever by the fact that we had cars below the head of a step behind us 

and we notice that there's no traffic coming through the slats Utley there's no less a cover the entire 

road and there was machinery trying  

to get these rocks at the way they were not fit all rocks 

you got there it was just huge so we've stood there for awhile that we were there for about two more 3 

hours and and we walked to the  

fried solve the problem was sought B construction and cruel and we decide to wait a couple more hours 

but at the point of around 4:00 PM we had to really make the call of what we're gonna do we only had a 

couple options we could hitch a ride  

back to tenure to try and to the bob way around through a different set of roads to get back to  

Keogh and addresses this would take it quite a few different hours and none of it 

would've been guaranteed 

and the other option was actually to climb over the landslide 

and tried to ride to Quito are at least to the nearest bus station on the other side 

and so that is what we did we bides as a group there's about upset us who decided 

that that was the older bearded climb over the landslide hitch a ride and drive to the nearest bus stop 

and if we did and managed hitch a  

ride would be walking there so we've climbed over as a group some people were looked shaky because 

we could see that the rocks  



were sort of falling ads were stepping on them just a small pebbles but some 

big blocks were OK we got our boots muddy we got our luggage money but we managed to climb over it 

and then we walked all the weight  

of course there were cars back logged on the other side as well and that the very last rock in that lineup 

after we asked up just about  

everybody a set that they would take us to the nearest town where we could 

hitch a ride to the cheers bus stop so that is what we get the other issue here was a noble for a 

judgment or die too harshly was there was  

no signal like there's no phone signal in the mountains there was no 

bomb life I know nothing so she wouldn't normally than try to contact somebody to get us out of their 

but we didn't have any connection  

com so it was deathly Cal learning lesson for them as well to 

do to make its satellite phone or something so that way if there was any issues during these  

periods of time that they've got to be able to contact somebody 

around anyway so after a couple hitched rides to the tourist bus station a week manage to get  

into town and around 8:00 PM where we were stocks to get there at around 1:00 PM 

I'm so it was a huge delay but we're just happy that we were there that we were stashed 

and that in the end we went and got some 

guts and food update your stress traps so that was sort of habit of candidate was a bit of a 

surprise but was a lot of fun 

 


